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5. Walking, hiking or rambling’, ‘trying local food and drink’ and ‘visiting heritage sites’ are the leading three activities planned 

on January to June Scotland trips although a range of other activities are also planned.  The biggest rise in activities is in 

‘visiting cultural attractions’ – an activity that has risen across the UK, and across all destination types.  This may also 

suggest an increasing comfort with indoor venues following post-pandemic concerns.

6. ‘Own car’  is the leading mode of transport intended to be used on a January to June trip in Scotland, followed by ‘train’. 

Unsurprisingly, mode of transport varies considerably by destination within Scotland – Glasgow and Edinburgh visitors 

most likely to travel by train with more remote destinations dominated by travel by car.  As mentioned earlier, falling fuel 

prices are likely to help ensure trips by car are more likely to happen.

7. ‘Hotel/motel/inn’, is the number one accommodation type for intended trips in January to June, although it is less popular 

than in the equivalent period in 2023.   ‘Rented house’ is the second leading accommodation type, followed by ‘friends or 

relative’s home’ – both having increased on last year.  Notably, intentions to stay in a ‘guest house/B&B’ have also dropped 

on 2023.



Attitudes to the cost-
of-living crisis and 
travel



There are no clear changes in the personal impact of the cost-of-living crisis – around 7 in 10 
‘cautious and careful’ or ‘hit hard’. 
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An overriding spirit of caution means that the majority anticipate moderating their domestic 
trip behaviour at some level in the coming months
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Choosing cheaper accommodation, spending less on eating out and ‘looking for more free 
things to do’ are the key ways the public anticipate cutting back
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There are some signs of improvement – the public less pessimistic about the future than at 
any point since June 2022

Perceptions of the cost-of-living crisis over time (%)
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‘Rising cost of living’ as a barrier to domestic travel is also at its lowest point since this metric 
was first measured in June 2022
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‘Cost of fuel’ as a barrier is also at its lowest point – a positive for the majority of Scotland 
intenders who travel by car.  Accommodation costs is a stubbornly high barrier however.
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The impact across life stages differs considerably – retirees the least negatively impacted and 
older independents the most.  Families boast the highest ‘better off’ and high ‘hit hard’.
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A summary of 
domestic travel in 
2023



The stable trip-taking is despite trip intentions that suggested demand that far outweighed 
2022 



Domestic trip taking in 2023 was broadly on a par with 2022 – although shortened trip 
lengths may have eroded the number of nights
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Across the year families remained relatively consistent as the most active life stage, with 
slight increases across other audiences
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The fall-out of peak trip-taking however suggests that people are shifting when they are 
taking trips to off-peak months
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The main reasons for not following through on (summer) trips were financial – although 
weather, overseas travel and accommodation availability were also factors.  
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Overseas travel is a continued ‘threat’ to domestic, with trip-taking increasing at a higher 
rate than domestic travel
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The public are more likely to book overseas trips in advance, making domestic travel more 
susceptible to circumstance
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The impact appears to have been biggest on the South West of England, suggesting
‘seaside’ destinations are hit the hardest and Scotland may not be hit so hard
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Looking ahead:  Trip 
intentions 
January to June 2024



Key finding 1:  Demand remains high overall and for Scotland



Domestic trip intentions for the first half of 2024 look relatively healthy – demand higher than 
2023 in each month
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Scotland intentions are stable – along with London the only destination experiencing a rise in 
intention (albeit a small one)
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Key finding 2: Trip intentions are an aspiration rather than a reality – particularly for 
Scotland



However, strong intentions are tempered by only a minority having booked their trip.  
Bookings and destination certainty are lower than in 2023, suggesting the intention gap will 
continue
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Scotland is the part of the UK with the 3rd lowest incidence of trips ‘already booked’ – only the 
North East of England and Wales with lower booking status
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Overseas travel is also set to increase on 2023, with a notable increase amongst retirees – an 
audience previously limited to domestic travel
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The rise in overseas intention is particularly pertinent with planned overseas trips far more 
certain to go ahead than domestic trips
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Key finding 3: Families and older independents are the main life stages for Scotland 
trips 



Families and older independents make up the highest proportion of Scotland intenders, 
although when ‘recalibrated’ by trip-bookers, retirees grow in number
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The high incidence of families should also be tempered by the fact that not all families 
travel with their children – partner is the most common party type with other family 
members increasing  
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Visitor party composition varies considerably by destination type
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Key finding 4:  There has been a rise in Scotland intenders from London and the South 
East, who are less impacted by cost-of-living



Interest in Scotland has risen amongst residents of London and the South East
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The London and South East audience tend to be less impacted by cost-of-living than 
elsewhere in the UK
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They are also more likely to travel by train – although ‘own car’ remains the most common 
mode of travel.  Encouraging early bookings should prevent ‘train’ prices putting intenders off
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Key finding 5: Large cities such as Edinburgh are set to benefit the most 



Large cities are set to experience the biggest increase in Scotland trips compared to 
2023
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Unsurprisingly this increase is driven by intention to visit Edinburgh, although Glasgow 
intention is also up
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As in previous reporting, the desire to visit Edinburgh is driven by intenders outside of Scotland 
– the Highlands has the opposite effect
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Mode of transport is often dictated by destination type.  ‘Train’ is almost as likely to be the 
main mode of travel as car is for trips to a city or large town
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Key finding 6: Intenders come with a desire for culture and something new



A desire to ‘travel somewhere new’ is the only notable jump since 2023 – driven by trips 
to ‘cities or large towns’ and ‘mountains or hills’  
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‘Family time or time with my partner’ is the leading reason for all destination types, in 
particular for those planning on visiting a ‘traditional coastal town’.
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Activities that relate to learning and exploration have all risen compared to 2023, typified 
by a large increase in plans to ‘visit cultural attractions’
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A range of other, more niche activities are also planned on Scotland trips – broadly in line 
with 2023 levels
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The type of activity planned varies depending on the type of destination, Scottish 
intenders plan on visiting
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Notably, some niche activities gain more prominence in specific destinations.
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Key finding 7: However, trips are likely to be shorter to all destination types 



Over half of 2024 intenders are planning a short break in Scotland - a rise on 2023.  
This trend is consistent across the UK and a range of destination types 
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However, it’s important to note that for all but ‘city or large town’ trips, longer breaks make 
up the majority
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Key finding 8: Serviced accommodation looks set to decline



Intention to stay in serviced accommodation has dropped since 2023, with ‘rented house’ 
and ‘friends or relatives homes’ increasing.  Are cost considerations driving choice?
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Appendix: 
Methodology and 
other information 



Methodology

• The findings in this report are based on a fortnightly online survey conducted amongst a nationally 

representative sample of the UK population.  

• The sample is representative of UK adults aged 16+ by gender, age, government region and household 

income. 

• In the first stage a nationally representative core sample of 1,500 is recruited and interviewed. This sample 

is then ‘boosted’ in Scotland and Scotland to ensure sufficient base sizes for separate nation analysis.  The 

data are then weighted to make the sample representative of the UK overall and within each nation.

• This report aggregates the results taken from Waves 57-59 of the domestic sentiment tracker



Quality and accreditation

BVA BDRC is certified  to ISO 20252 and 27001, the recognised international quality standards for 
market research and information security. 

• Adherence to the standard is independently audited once per year

• Where subcontractors are used by BVA BDRC, they are assessed to ensure any outsourced parts of the research are conducted in 
adherence to ISO 20252 and 27001

All work will be carried out in conformity to these standards, the MRS Code of Conduct, and all relevant legal requirements
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